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8208

Roller Cabinet - 10 Drawer
A unique solution for modern workshops, this 10 drawer roller cabinet is essentially a mobile
workstation. It can be manoeuvred to the desired location in the workshop for quick access to tools or
fixings. The cabinet top provides a work bench allowing parts and components to be placed on top
while work or maintenance is undertaken, with the ability to mount a vice to the top surface making it a
fully functional work top. The roller cabinet features 30kg drawer loading capacity, auto closing
drawers with ball bearing slides, lockable cupboard with adjustable shelves, accessory hanging panel
and TPR swivel castors with brake to enable the cabinet to be easily located close to where tools are
needed. Ideal for both specialist and general tool storage for any workshop, garage or workstation.

Additional Information
• Overall size (l x w x h): 914 x 730 x 844mm.
• Drawer sizes (l x w x h) 5: 568 x 398 x 75mm, 2: 568 x 398 x 154mm, 1: 191 x 398 x 75mm, 1: 191 x 398 x 154mm and 1: 191 x 398 x
233mm.

• Drawer capacity 30kg with auto return function on front draws and smooth 45mm ball bearing slide function. PP castor wheels (2 fixed
and 2 swivel) with brake castors (5" x 2").

• Steel thickness 0.8mm, with non-slip 10mm thick EVA matting on top and side and 2mm drawer liners providing additional tool
protection.

• Larger sized 10 drawer roller cabinet with 40kg drawer capacity available, please see Laser Part No. 7251.

http://lasertools.co.uk/product/8208
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